## Mission Statement:

Across Douglas County, our **vision** is a **comprehensive, coordinated, and community-wide** approach to **juvenile services** that eliminates the need for youth involvement with our justice system while maintaining **public safety**.

For **all youth** who do enter our justice system, our **goals** are to provide **effective, compassionate, and individualized** support that empowers **youth** and their **families** to **succeed** and to build an environment of **mutual trust and accountability**.
Activity

- Discuss Provider Survey for Resource Fair participants
  o Went through the survey
    ▪ Who is our contact audience
    ▪ How are the ratings scales and wording interpreted
  o Ralston has surveys available right there as people are attending so they can fill the surveys out before they leave; student ambassadors handle the process
  o How can we reach families to get their feedback
    ▪ It should be immediate
    ▪ The “fuzzy ball” survey is something to consider
  o This would be a good, ongoing event for this group to pursue
    ▪ What venues would we pursue
    ▪ Hard to get providers to attend for long periods of time
  o Target dates – looking at Fall time frame
    ▪ Prepare everything ahead of time

- Review next steps on Work Plan
  o Use of the drug dog is a resource that can be utilized as a deterrent and reduce school-based arrests
    ▪ Assemblies are held to familiarize students with the process and purpose (not increasing arrests, but building a safer environment for the students at the school) of bringing the drug dog into the school
    ▪ Unless it’s a demonstration, visits are not announced
    ▪ Administration is informed, not the students
    ▪ Have been to King Science Center, Mars, Marion, Northwest, Central, Benson, and Saddlebrook
    ▪ Could we solicit feedback from the schools the drug dog has gone into already and use the feedback to inform other schools that might be hesitant to let the dog in
    ▪ Homework: What is within SBA’s purview, what can we do to promote?

Public Comment

Feedback Survey – Handed out

Goal Setting Framework (Reminder)
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